


Aficionado for a lifetime
The founder of HENK, Heiko Poerz,            
Aficionado for over 40 years and 20 ye-
ars also active in the cigar business, 
decided to implement his entire 
know-how and wishes for a perfect 
cigar in a separate line. Because of his 
experience and personal preferences, 
only a cigar from Nicaragua could be 
considered. 

Through his friendship with Didier Houvenaghel and AJ Fernandez he got 
help from two excellent and competent players in the industry. Didier, 
studied cigar harvesting in Cuba and is best known for his successful brands 
Nicarao, La Ley and Pitbull. AJ, one of the best blenders in the world of ci-
gars, is just as outstanding with his brands San Lotano, New World, Enclave 
and many other boutique blends. He is also responsible for the production 
of Didier Houvenaghel‘s cigars.

The first cigar was a Gran Robusto with a 55mm ring size. A delicate cigar 
with nutty aromas, spicy herbs and delicate sweetness with a very creamy 
smoke. Later on, roasted, leathery and nutty flavors with caramel sweetness. 
Super ash, perfectly rolled. Medium +. 

On a scale from 1-10, Didier Houvenaghel rated the cigar with a „7“ for 
strength. So rather a cigar for the late hours, when one has much leisure for 
the enjoyment of such a masterpiece.

The name
The name and the logo engraved in every cigar goes back to the name 
finding that Heiko and Didier had on Nikoi Island (2 hours away from Sin-
gapore). Together with another friend, they smoked some of the final Puros 
and were searching for a suitable name. At the sight of the wrapper in this 
cozy sunset overlooking the skin color of the friend, who belonged to the 
Maori ethnical group, the three aficionados agreed that HENK MAORI would 
be a really good name. 

At the sight of the splendid Tatoos from his friend and the explanation on 
the meaning and origin of the Tatoos - In connection with the traditional 
ceremonial dance the „HAKA“ seen in Rugby - the name was perfect. Since 
Poerz was also one of the first to laser cigars in Europe, he commissioned 
the best Maori tattoo artist to create a logo that means happiness, success 
and power. The result is now found on every cigar and also as a gold coin on 
the spectacular boxes.  

The future
In 2018, HENK launched another two sizes, the La Doña & the Masterpiece. In 
2020, HENK launched 3 new sizes, the Gaudini, the Willy and the Gaudi. 
And there are more to come ...





The HAKA
Ediciõn Limitada 2016

Wrapper: Nicaragua
Binder: Nicaragua
Filler: Nicaragua

Hecho 2009

140 x 21,8 • 5 ½ x 55
The cigars are limited to only 250 boxes of 25 pieces. 

The price for the box is 900 €, the price per cigar is 36 €.

A zesty cigar with nutty aromas, seasoning herbs and a delicate 
sweetness with a very creamy smoke. Later on, 

roasted, leathery and nutty aromas with a caramel sweetness. 
Super ash; perfectly rolled. Medium+.

36,00€/900,00€

93

94

97



This cedar wood box is covered with reindeer leather on the out-
side and is closed by a handmade and hand painted carbon co-
ver. Each box comes with a handmade carbon cigar stand for a 

stylish storage of the cigar.



La Doña
Ediciõn Limitada 2018

Wrapper: Nicaragua 
Binder: Nicaragua 
Filler: Nicaragua

Hecho 2009

165 x 19,84 • 6 ½ x 50
The cigars are limited to only 200 travel humidors of  6 pieces 

and 300 refill boxes of 10 pieces.
The price for the travel humidor is 360€ and the refill box 

is 360 €, the price per cigar is 36 €.

A combination of cedar aromas and milk chocolate, at first, a 
somewhat dry smoke; at the same time, soft and velvety. Nutty 

aromas develop, light sweet, acidic and spicy-peppery tones. 
A lot of harmony. 

36,00€/360,00€

92

93

94



The travel humidor interior is made out of cedar wood, the box 
is covered with finest lambskin leather on the outside and is 
sealed by magnets. The travel humidors are humidified by 

boveda® pouches underneath the cigars and  each one 
has a serial number.

The refill boxes are humidified by boveda® 
pouches underneath the cigars and a golden 

plate is showing the serial number 
of the box.



The Masterpiece
Ediciõn Limitada 2018

Wrapper: Nicaragua
Binder: Nicaragua
Filler: Nicaragua

Hecho 2009

165 x 25,4 • 6 ½ x 64

The cigars are limited to only 200 travel humidors of  7 pieces 
and 300 refill boxes of 10 pieces.

The price for the travel humidor is 520€ and the refill box 
is 520 €, the price per cigar is 52 €.

The term „piece of art“ is no exaggeration in light of this beauty. 
It offers a rainbow palate of the aromas, from wood to leather, 

coffee to cocoa. It is as spicy as it is 
fruity, sweet and peppery.

52,00€/520,00€

93

94

97



The travel humidor interior is made out of cedar wood, 
the box is covered with finest lambskin leather on the outside 

and is sealed by magnets. 
The travel humidors are humidified by boveda® 

pouches underneath the cigars.

The sizes of the Masterpiece travel humidor can also 
fit 10 cigars of the HENK MAORI HAKA Gran Robusto.



The Gaudi
Ediciõn Limitada 2020

Wrapper: Nicaragua
Binder: Nicaragua
Filler: Nicaragua

Hecho 2009

130 x 23,81 • 5 x 60 I Small Figurado

The cigars are limited to only 500 boxes of 5 pieces and 250 Refill 
boxes of 10 pieces.

The price for the 5-count box is 180€ and the refill box is 360€, 
the price per cigar is 36€.

The name Gaudi is a tribute to the great spanish architect. The 
aroma palate had a wide range from coffee, cedar and spices 
whith a subtile sweetness , leather and nuts. A great draw with 
a dence white ash made this medium-full bodied cigar a dream.

36€/180€/360€

92

94





The Willy
Ediciõn Limitada 2020

Wrapper: Nicaragua
Binder: Nicaragua
Filler: Nicaragua

Hecho 2009

130 x 19,84 • 5 x 50 I Robusto

The cigars are limited to only 500 boxes of 5 pieces and 250 Refill 
boxes of 10 pieces.

The price for the 5-count box is 140€ and the refill box is 280€, 
the price per cigar is 28€.

The Willy starts with a spicy but still fruity red chilli note, oak-
wood, walnuts and cacao. In the 2nd third it looses the spice 
and keeps to oakwood, nutty and cacao with a nutmeg spice 
note. The 3rd thirds had hints of medium roasted coffee that 
hugs the cacao  meanwhile the nutty and nutmeg notes step 
into the background. Draw and ash are as perfect as you know 

from all HENK Maori cigars.

28€/140€/280€

94





The Gaudini
Ediciõn Limitada 2020

Wrapper: Nicaragua
Binder: Nicaragua
Filler: Nicaragua

Hecho 2009

85 x 21,83 • 3 ½ x 55 I Short Robusto

The cigars are limited to only 500 boxes of 5 pieces and 250 Refill 
boxes of 10 pieces.

The price for the 5-count box is 90€ and the refill box is 180€, the 
price per cigar is 18€.

The name Gaudini is a Synonymous for having fun, and this is 
what this cigar brings to you. It starts with a sweet brioche bread 
note, spiced with nutmeg, cinnamon and cardamon, milk cho-
colate and sandalwood. The 2nd third keep its previous flavours 
with a white pepper kick for a final countdown that turns into 

chocolate and honey. Short in size, but big in taste.

18€/90€/180€

93





The bone
travel humidor

from 168,00€

Everything you need ...
when you travel with your cigars:
HENK‘s new creation, the bone.
Space for six cigars, your lighter, cutter, scissors and matches.
Perfect humidification with boveda® within the two integrated, removable ci-
gar cases, both designed to store three cigars with a ring gauge of max. 60 and 
a length of max. 19 cm or 16 cm for the RT versions. Lastly, the cigarbone co-
mes with an integrated ashtray. All this with incredibly small measurements: 
20 (17 RT) x 9 x 7,5 cm! 

Typical for HENK, the bone is made of robust and finest materials, such as 
carbon fiber reinforced PTEG, finest leathers of your own choice and solid 
aluminum lids. Also a starter version(without carbon fiber and only one solid 
aluminium lids, non removable inner cigar cases) starting at 168€.



RT

DeLuxe



Due to its clever interior design, you have an abundance of 
choices to store the industry’s most popular lighters and cut-
ters, as well as scissors and additional matches or an extra cigar 
punch. All accessories are stored within the bone, while the ci-
gars stay safely secured in their own humidified, sturdy and re-
movable compartments.



The functional design of the bone enables it to be used as a cigar 
bank, while you enjoy a cigar. The lid doubles as an elegant solid 
aluminium ashtray.



The two integrated cigar cases with boveda® humidification are 
easily removable for separate usage.



Thanks to their intelligent layout, you can close the cases with 
the integrated lid, usable for cigars up to a length of 19 (RT ver 
sions 16) cm.



HENK is known for their limitless options for creating bespoke 
masterpieces. The bone is no exception to this philosophy. You 
can choose special leathers in nearly every color, as well as lids 
from exceptionally exclusive materials, such as real gold or pla-
tinum, branded with your personal logo or monogram.





The Puro nero RT is the cheapest way to own a bone. The main 
body and the upper lid are from solid PTEG. The ashtray is made 
out a block of solid aluminium. The cigars are perfect humidified 
in the inner, non removable cigar cases. The price is 168€.

The Puro nero  is a 3cm higher version of our entry line. The main 
body and the upper lid are from solid PTEG. The ashtray is made 
out a block of solid aluminium. The cigars are perfect humidified 
in the inner, non removable cigar cases. The price is 198€.

The DeLuxe bone  is available in two sizes, the RT is for Robus-
to & Toro sizes up to 16cm length and the standard DeLuxe for 
cigars up to 19cm. The main body and the upper lid are from 
solid carbon reinforced PTEG. The ashtray and the upper lid  are 
made out of block of solid aluminium. The cigars are perfect hu-
midified in the inner, removable cigar cases. 

The DeLuxe versions are available for the beginning in three co-
lors: black, saddle brown and camouflage. In the beginning of 
2020 much more colors will be available. The price is starting 
at 398€. And a couple of bespoke personalisations are available 
such Monogram’s, Logo’s ore different lid colors f.e. in gold or 
gun metal.                                                                                                        >



RTDeLuxe



Everything you need when traveling with cigars! Space for two 
cigars, your lighter, cutter, scissors and matches and 3 credit 
cards. Perfect humidification with boveda® inside, and designed 
to store two cigars with a ring gauge of max. 55 and a length of 
max. 15 cm. Lastly, the minibone comes with an integrated rope, 
so you can carry it around your neck and you can be active on 
your bike, boat or generally hands free when you want. And its 

opening mechanism is pretty easy, just twist the lid to open.
All this with incredibly small measurements:

16,8  x 6,6 x 6,6 cm!

The minibone
travel humidor

99,00€





Optional, you could have the minibone also with personal 
logos and in plenty of colors. You can play with the colors 
in multiple ways. F.e. you can have a white lid and a black 

body or vice versa. Nearly everything is possible. 
The rubber bottom is available in black or white, also the 

seal between the body and lid.





The ideal companion for a longer trip.
7 cigars, well protected & humidified.

Ergonomic handling and securely locked by 4 magnets.

The 7-Day
travel humidor for iPack®

Humidified by boveda® pouches.

690,00€



Fits perfectly in your 
HENK iPack®





Available in
endless color 
combinations & leathers



The stogiebag
travel humidor

Cigar traveling with style
You prefer to travel the simple, classical way with your cigars? 
If so, you will love the new HENK stogiebag – 
Perfect for a short trip or as your daily companion.

Safe, soft & smart
With its compact dimensions, the HENK stogiebag will easily fit into your 
hand or into your HENK luggage. Its thickness of only 215 x 60 x 60 mm 
gives you maximum comfort. You can store up to 6 cigars in your stogiebag 
and the humidity is perfect due to the integrated system which holds two 
boveda pouches and a piece of Spanish cedar wood for a nice aroma.

Finest materials
The main body of the stogiebag is made of the finest nappa leather and 
gets an unmistakable patina over time. Each stogiebag is handmade in Ger-
many and you have a maximum of choices to personalize it to your style. 
You can choose out from several leathers and a variety of colors. Also you 
can have your logo or monogram on it. 

380 - 490,00€



Integrated boveda® humidifier

Perfection in the detail
The stogiebag is ready to hold 6 cigars with a maximum length of 200 
mm and with a maximum ring size of 60.

Inside, you will find an integrated humidifier at the bottom and behind 
the pocket of the inner flap you can store a cutter, lighter or a cigar 
scissor. 





Available in
endless color 

combinations & leathers



16 chestnut

17 cognac

18 nature

19 mimosa

20 papaya

21 lavender

22 fuchsia

23 fire

24 blood

01 white

07 black

08 anthracite

09 pearl

10 marine

11 cobalt

12 lightblue

13 bottle

14 liane

15 grass

06 grigio

02 new crema

03 beige

04 sand

05 smoke

Standard colors*:

*Please note that due to printing reasons, 
the colors shown here may deviate from 
the actual colors.



Outside:
Logo or monogram 

embossed

Inner flap:
color & material

Logo or monogram 
embossed

General:
body color

contrast stitching

Personalization options:



The cigar duffel
travel humidor

289 - 378,00€



Integrated boveda® humidifier

Integrated space for your cutter

28,5 x 17,3 x 3 cm
Maximum Cigar length 155 mm

Maximum Ring Size 60





16 chestnut

17 cognac

18 nature

19 mimosa

20 papaya

21 lavender

22 fuchsia

23 fire

24 blood

01 white

07 black

08 anthracite

09 pearl

10 marine

11 cobalt

12 lightblue

13 bottle

14 liane

15 grass

06 grigio

02 new crema

03 beige

04 sand

05 smoke

Standard colors*:

*Please note that due to printing reasons, 
the colors shown here may deviate from 
the actual colors.



Outside:
Logo or monogram 

embossed or embroidered

Inner flap:
Logo or monogram 

embossed or embroidered

General:
body color

contrast stitching

Personalization options:



The Carbon Cigar Tank
travel humidor

Safe, stylish, smart & solid like a tank
With its compact dimensions, the HENK Carbon Cigar Tank will 
easily fit into your jacket or into your HENK luggage. Its thick-
ness of only 142 x 102 x 35 mm gives you maximum comfort. The 
strong, 1mm thick carbon fiber will protect your cigars in any 
circumstances!

Perfect humidity inside
The case is absolutely air sealed, and in combination with its 
humidification system, your cigars keep fresh for a minimum of 8 
months! And this only with one boveda® pouch inside. Each case 
is handmade in Germany and you have a variety of choices to 
personalize it to your own style. 

1.690,00€



The integrated boveda® pouch keeps 
the cigars fresh for minimum 8 months!

Personalize your case 
with your individual name or logo.



The Ash
travel ashtray

Aficionado traveling with style
You prefer to travel the simple, classical way with your cigars? 
If so, you will love the new HENK travel ashtray – 
Perfect for a short trip or as your daily companion.

Safe, soft & smart
With its compact dimensions, the HENK travel ashtray will easily fit 
into your jacket or into your HENK luggage. Its thickness of only 215 
x 185 x 6 mm gives you maximum comfort. The leather pouch will 
protect your clothes or belongings when you cannot clean it proper-
ly.

Finest materials
The main body of the travel ashtray is made of the finest vintage 
saddle leather and gets an unmistakable patina over time. The floor 
is covered with a solid sheet of carbon which is easy to clean. Each 
travel ashtray is handmade in Germany and you have a maximum of 
choices to personalize it to your own style. You can choose out from 
several leathers and a variety of colors. Also you can have your logo 
or monogram on it.

169,00€



Also available in black



Only four steps and you can start smoking



The HENK MEISSEN 
ashtray

349€

The white gold
We proudly present: the HENK Maori ashtray by Meissen porcelain. 
Our first collaboration with Meissen porcelain, the European inven-
tor of the “white gold”. Meissen is the oldest manufacturer in the 
world (after the Chinese), founded in 1710. The best of the best.

We have created a limited edition of 50 pieces with our iconic dragon 
logo in gold. The typically, hand-painted Meissen swords, the suede 
underground with Meissen and HENK logo and individual edition 
numbers, including a state of the Art packaging, make this ashtray a 
must have for connoisseurs.

Its dimensions are: 20,7 x 18,4 x 3cm.







The HENK cigar Tee 
golf ball cigar holder

9,90€/12,90€

Pro-version

Classic



The cigars fit in up to a 6o ring gauge. And the golf tee can be removed 
and screwed into the ball with the pointed side. This takes up little 
space and you can‘t get injured. We designed the thread of the golf 
tee so that you can use it to pierce cigars if necessary. The Pro version 
also has a magnetic ball marker.

Clever design and high functionality also 
make this „simple“ product a real HENK 
product. 



And with the optionally available bag holder, you 
can also attach the cigar holder to your bag.



The HENK MAORI golf ball holder is not only available in almost in-
finite colors, the Pro version can also be customized with your logo. 
Just ask us about the possibilities. Individual pieces are also feasible.



The HENK cPick®
cigar pick & stand

14,90€



It‘s sure to have happened to you before: the cigar tasted so good 
that you wanted to enjoy it to the last puff, right? But you don‘t want 
to burn your fingers! That‘s why we developed the cPick®. So small 
and functional that it can even be used as a key ring. And we designed 
his transport case so that it also serves as a cigar shelf. And of course 
you can also have the cPick® in many colors and with your logo. Ask 
us about the possibilities.





www.henk.com

HENK®, Cigarbone®, iPack® & cPick® are 
international registered trademarks of 

HENK B.V.

HENK DE.LUXE GmbH
Otto-Heilmann-Str. 17

D 82031 Grünwald
FON: +49 (0)89 4520 674 27 
FAX: +49 (0)89 4520 674 26 

eMail: info@HENK.com

http://www.HENK.com
mailto:info@HENK.com

